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The impact of wireless and cable television
(CATV) based voice services on the wireline
network will have broad implications for all of

the players involved, especially for Local Exchange
Carriers (LECs) who currently provide voice telephone
access for most customers.  To date, the majority of
competition to LECs has come in the business market.
Since these customers and services represent a dispro-
portionate percentage of the net profits for LECs, even
this reasonably narrow competition is significant.  For
example, Competitive Access Providers (CAPs) are
targeting important business customers for service in
large metropolitan areas, while VSAT providers link
dispersed business locations everywhere.  In some
states, these alternative providers of voice services also
compete for intra-LATA long distance service.

However, what is different about wireless and
CATV voice services is that they have the potential to
reach true mass-market status not only very quickly
but at favorable costs.  Further, wireless has the extra
dimension of mobility that wireline service inherently
cannot provide, and wireless services do not require
regulatory, legislative, or legal approval to compete.

In this article, we address the questions of the
magnitude and timing of the impact of wireless and
cable competition on the LECs’ wireline services.  We
also discuss likely strategies that the LECs may employ
for surviving and thriving in the face of this new
competition.  We begin the analysis with individual
assessments of wireless and cable competition.  Next,
we discuss one possible way to assess the joint impact
of wireless and cable on the LECs.  Finally, we end
with an analysis of the likely strategic responses.
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Before we begin, we note that it is difficult to
separate the notions of competition among technolo-
gies from competition among companies.  Why?
Because companies are associated with their traditional
technologies and services:

• LECs—the copper loop plant and fixed voice and
data communications.

• Cable companies—coaxial cable and television
services.

• Wireless companies—cellular technology and mobile
services.

In point of fact, these traditional distinctions are
fading rapidly, and the analysis which follows refers to
competition among technologies to provide voice
service.

Wireless

Although wireless includes a variety of technolo-
gies and services, we focus here on cellular and PCS
services which we view as serving the same market
(and moving toward the same technology base).
Traditionally, cellular has been positioned as a pre-
mium niche service that complements the wireline
network.  This positioning was driven by a number of
factors:  eager customers, capacity constraints, a
limited number of service providers (only two), the
need to cover infrastructure costs, and the heritage
from previous mobile services.  Still, in 10 short years,
cellular has grown to over 25 million U.S. subscrib-
ers—a true mass market.  However, cellular remains a
premium, niche service in the sense that many users
carefully limit their usage of relatively expensive
cellular service.  We cite as evidence the facts that
average monthly bills have been declining faster than
prices (reflecting lower usage among new subscribers),
and that people continue to use landline phones five
times as much as their cellular phones.  With some
exceptions (notably public phones and intra-LATA
long distance), most consumers currently do not view
wireline and wireless as direct competitors in most
situations.

For reasons we will discuss shortly, this perception
will almost certainly change in the near future.  We
have developed a quantitative model of the process to
determine the timing and magnitude of market share
and revenue impact.  The model is fully detailed in a
separate report, but some of the key results are
provided herein.1

A.  There will soon be more capacity than needed
to serve any number of subscribers at their
current usage levels.

The broadband PCS A and B 30-MHz licenses
already auctioned more than doubles wireless spec-
trum, raising it from 50 MHz to a total of 110 MHz.
Auction of the C 30-MHz license and the three 10-MHz
licenses will add another 60 MHz for a total of 170
MHz.  The digital TDMA and CDMA technologies
multiply capacity for a given amount of spectrum by a
factor of three to 10 over the existing analog AMPS
technology that represents the bulk of today’s cellular
infrastructure.

This capacity boost will be available immediately
to PCS providers who will start with a blank slate, but
will also apply to cellular providers as they convert
their networks to digital.  Finally, smart antenna
technology and the deployment of microcells in dense
areas will further multiply capacity for AMPS, TDMA,
and CDMA.  The product of the above factors could
ultimately boost capacity hundreds of times over,
while to serve every person in the United States at
wireline levels of usage requires a capacity boost of
only about 50 times.

B.  There will be at least two additional major
wireless competitors in each market, for a total of
four, along with several niche players.

Three national players have already emerged:

(1) AT&T through its McCaw properties and its
recently acquired PCS licenses.

(2) Sprint through its cellular properties and the PCS
licenses acquired by the partnership of Sprint,
Cox, TCI, and Comcast.

(3) The PrimeCo group through the cellular holdings
of AirTouch, U S WEST, NYNEX, and Bell Atlantic
and its recently-acquired PCS licenses.

The fourth major player in a given market will
likely be one of the existing cellular carriers not
already affiliated (such as BellSouth, SBC Communica-
tions, GTE Mobilnet, Ameritech, or, in the case of
California, Pacific Telesis).  Given the uncertainties
surrounding the formation of a fourth national carrier
(and ultimate role of MCI), the degree of reshuffling
that has yet to occur in the industry is uncertain.  The
restrictions of the C licenses may mean they will be
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used to fill out the missing pieces for the major players
and for local and niche players.  The three 10-MHz
licenses will probably be aquired by cellular providers
to boost their bandwidth via niche and local players.

C.  Cellular is already very economical relative to
landline on the basis of investment per
subscriber.  With new technology, it becomes
economical on the basis of investment per minute
of use, thus making it possible for providers to
lower their per-minute charges and be profitable.

Figure 1 compares the infrastructure investment
per subscriber for wireline LECs and the cellular
industry.  Both gross and net investment (after depre-
ciation) for wireline is significantly higher than cellular.
Figure 1 does not tell the whole story since the
average usage for wireline is five times that for cellu-
lar.  On a usage adjusted basis, the cellular investment
is five times higher than shown (or about $3,500),
which helps to explain the premium in price.  How-
ever, new technologies such as CDMA, TDMA, and
smart antennas could raise the capacity of a system by
a factor of 10 or more without significantly increasing
per subscriber costs.  This brings us back to the
roughly $400 per subscriber, but with usage levels the
same as for wireline.  The wireless investment figures
don’t include license charges.  To put these in per-
spective, the average cost for the A and B PCS licenses
was $17 per pop.  Assuming that a carrier penetrates
5% of the population (roughly where each cellular
carrier is today with 25 million subscribers shared
between two licensees), this translates to $340 per
subscriber.  Adding another $300 for marketing
expenses (which usually includes buying the customer
a handset) leaves a total investment of under $1,100
per subscriber, still under the undepreciated invest-
ment for wireline service and about half the cost of
new wireline service.

D.  The combination of A, B, and C means that
monthly charges and prices for usage have
nowhere to go but down.  With sufficient
competition (and sometimes without it), over
capacity leads to lower prices.

Historically, the real price of wireless service has
declined for a given level of usage, albeit somewhat
slowly.  Figure 2 illustrates two possible price trends
for the future:  (1) a continuation of current historical

trends and (2) a trend with a somewhat faster rate of
price decline that is probably more consistent with the
increased capacity and competition scenario discussed
above.  To provide a basis for comparison, the price is
stated in terms of the bill for 250 minutes of peak-
period monthly usage in 1994 dollars.  The average
monthly usage (currently well under 250 minutes) has
been falling as more casual users become subscribers.
As noted below, the faster price decline is consistent
with high subscribership.

Figure 1
Investment Per Subscriber

Source:  USTA Engineering Subcommittee on Depreciation

1.  Industry investment of $2.6 billion and 150 million access lines at
year-end 1993.
2.  Net plant assumes 40% depreciation reserve industry average at
year-end 1993.
3.  Total wireless industry investment divided by number of
customers (Source:  CITA, year-end 1993).
4.  Annual wireless industry investment increase divided by
customers gained (Source:  CITA, year-end 1993).
5.  Estimate by Hatfield Associates, Inc. in a study for MCI, Alterna-
tive Distribution and Access Technologies.  Includes land and
buildings, switch, network interface unit, backhaul and customer
connection (similar to fee paid by cellular to sales agent, $320).
6.  Estimate by David P. Reed.  It represents costs allocated to
telephony for upgrading a cable system for interactive TV and
telephony.
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Usage migration has already started for payphones
and intra-LATA long distance.  Calls that inherently
involve usage-sensitive charges are more likely to
favor wireless usage.  Eventually, the wireless usage
charge gets low enough where people favor the
convenience of wireless over free local calls.  The
relationship between price and the choice of the
customer to use cellular or wireline is a complex one
for which there is little historical data.  For the pur-
poses of this analysis, we have opted for a simple
model that reflects reasonable expectations of con-
sumer behavior.  For example, the model assumes that
when the price for cellular/PCS reaches $0.10 per
minute, a typical subscriber would make about 50% of
these calls on wireless.

G.  Thus, usage-sensitive charges, which currently
account for 50% of an average LEC’s revenue, will
be slowly diverted away from the LEC.  Whether
the cause is lost market share, lower prices, or,
most likely, a combination of the two, the impact
on LEC voice revenues will be high.

The relationship between lost minutes of use and
lost usage-sensitive revenue is not one-for-one since
all calls are not equivalent in the revenue they gener-
ate.  Long distance calls involving inter-LATA access
charges (representing about two-thirds of usage-
sensitive revenues) and intra-LATA toll charges are the
most critical, not only because of their proportion on
the revenue, but because they represent such a large

Figure 2
Historical and Projected Price-Time Relation

for Cellular/PCN

Source:  Technology Futures, Inc.

Figure 3
Historical and Projected Levels for Wireline
Access Lines and Cellular/PCN Subscribers

Source:  Technology Futures, Inc.

E.  Lower prices will continue to drive
subscribership growth and growth in usage.
While this price trend will not reverse the
downward trend in monthly bills, it will reverse
the downward trend in usage.

Figure 3 illustrates TFI’s current forecasts for
cellular/PCS subscribership.  The high forecast was
derived by fitting the Gompertz model to historical
subscriber data (and assuming that the ultimate
potential market is approximately equal to the number
of wireline access lines).  Separate analysis indicates
that this forecast (which predicts 100 million subscrib-
ers by the end of 2001) is consistent with the more
aggressive forecast for price decline.  The low forecast
(which predicts about 65 million subscribers by the
end 2001) is consistent with the historical price
declines.  Most other industry forecasts fall within the
range of the two shown in Figure 3.  Given that
industry analysts have consistently underestimated
cellular demand, we believe that the higher forecast is
more likely and, thus, we refer to it as the base case.

F.  The growth in wireless usage will have to come
from somewhere, and the most likely target is
wireline usage.  The percentage of situations in
which cellular/PCS subscribers use wireless
instead of wireline will gradually increase as the
price for wireless continues to decline.
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LEC also loses whatever message revenue it had
theretofore retained.

Although there are specific circumstances where
abandonment of the wireline is already occurring (e.g.,
at vacation homes and among students and individuals
in special situations), most cellular users are currently
keeping their landline phones.  Our assumptions
regarding the abandonment of landline phones are
quite conservative.  For example, our model assumes
that when 80% of voice usage is on wireless, 50% of
access lines will be lost.  This assumption postpones
much abandonment of wireline service to after 2000.
Nevertheless, there is some evidence that our relation-
ship between lost wireline usage and lost access lines
is overly conservative and that many users would
happily abandon landline service today given the right
incentives.

J.  If wireless growth is relatively fast (as in our
baseline case), the LECs will begin to feel a
noticeable revenue pinch by the end of 1998.  If
growth is somewhat slower (low-growth case),
that same pinch may be delayed until 2000 or
2001.

Figure 4 summarizes our assessment of the impact
of wireless services on wireline voice revenues.  Note
that we compare the two wireless competition curves
(baseline and low-growth) to the no-competition case
in which we assume that:

(1) Access lines will continue to grow at an annual
rate of 3%.

(2) Annual voice revenues per access line remain
constant in real terms.

Note also that these results represent a “single-
competitor” analysis in the sense that the LECs and
wireless providers are assumed to be the only players.
To facilitate comparison, we have normalized every-
thing by the LECs’ 1994 collective revenue.  For the
baseline case, wireline revenues begin to fall dramati-
cally after 1998.  For the low-growth case, wireline
revenues continue to rise until 2001, and then begin to
decline.

part of the costs (access charges) or potential business
(intra-LATA toll) for their prospective competitors from
the long-distance industry.

With both the Sprint partnership and AT&T
positioned for nationwide wireless service, one can
expect these calls to be targeted.  Local calls, on the
other hand, are often free, so there, the revenue
impact is zero.  Further, since LECs currently levy a
small access charge for wireless calls originating or
terminating on the wireline network, there is even a
positive LEC revenue impact for some calls that
otherwise would have been free.  Again, we opted for
a relatively simple model to reflect the general out-
come of a complex process.  Roughly speaking, we
assumed that, in the early years, a 1% drop in usage
would translate to a 1/2% drop in revenues.  For
simplicity,  we chose to model revenue losses through
market share losses alone;  modeling price responses
by LECs to keep some of the market share would yield
comparable results.

H.  Without a cost penalty, wireless for voice will
win over wireline because of the high value that
customers place on mobility.

Twenty-five million cellular subscribers have
already determined that they are willing to pay for
mobility.  Further, the adoption of cellular has been
one of the fastest technology adoptions on record, in
spite of relatively high prices.  Another piece of
evidence that people value mobility is the adoption of
cordless phones.  Already, over one-half of all house-
holds own cordless phones.  Assuming rough parity
among all other relevant factors, the consumer choice
will boil down to one issue—the importance (or lack
thereof) of mobility.  For voice service, there is only
one logical outcome.  Other factors that currently favor
landline (including security, reliability, and battery
lives) will be neutralized by new wireless technologies.
For example, improvements in battery technology,
handset technology, digital technology, cell size
(smaller), and recharger infrastructure will neutralize
the battery life issue for wireless.

I.  Eventually, customers will wonder why they
are paying two monthly bills when they use
wireless so much.  As they drop landline service,
the LECs will be deprived of the other 50% of
their revenue—non-usage-sensitive charges.  Of
course, this impact is compounded because the
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Voice on Cable Television

Cable TV companies are actively entering the local
exchange telephone business because of favorable
changes in technology, regulation, and business
conditions.  Since these firms already have an infra-
structure in place, voice revenues only have to cover
the incremental costs of adding voice capability.  The
most lucrative part of the business is long distance
service and access;  users of such services are likely to
be targeted first.

To estimate the competitive impact, we first
consider the pace by which cable telephony will be
offered (i.e., availability) to the public, and then
consider the percentage of those customers that
choose to subscribe.  As with the wireless analysis, we
build and use the model to estimate the impacts of
cable voice competition on market share and rev-
enues.

A.  Cable companies are rapidly modernizing
their networks with fiber optics in their trunk
and supertrunk plants.  The resulting hybrid
fiber/coax systems set the technological
groundwork for providing cable voice telephony.

With a fiber/coax system, fiber is extended from
the headend to nodes in the field.  A coaxial cable that
passes up to 500 customers is connected to each node.

Fiber/coax systems greatly improve the reliability and
maintenance costs of cable systems by eliminating a
large proportion, if not all, of the amplifiers required
for coaxial cable.  Since each fiber serves a limited
number of customers, the cable company can provide
standard cable television and a customer-dedicated
digital pathway, which allows them to offer customer-
addressable video on demand.  These benefits alone
are enough to justify upgrading from coax to fiber/
coax.  The cable industry is moving so quickly that
most of the U.S. cable plant will be fiber/coax by 2000.

B.  Cable companies will likely add voice
capability to their networks.  The incremental
investment is less than that for traditional
telephony.

The addition of voice services on cable becomes
practical as firms are able to get rid of troublesome
amplifiers, reduce the number of customers served on
a given cable run, and shorten the length of the cable
run.  The equipment to provide cable voice is already
available in prototypes, and commercial versions are
expected this year.  Assumptions and estimates of the
cost of adding voice to an existing fiber/coax vary
(Figure 1).  However, even the highest estimate (which
includes switching) is well below that of traditional
telephony.  So efficient is fiber/coax at providing a
combination of voice and video services, that some
telephone companies are moving rapidly to the
technology themselves.  Not only do they expect to
reduce capital costs, but also to reduce operating and
maintenance costs.

C.  Remaining regulatory and other problems will
be overcome, thus allowing full provision of voice
services.

Unlike cellular companies, cable providers must
get regulatory approval to offer voice service.  Al-
though they have such approval in some states, they
have yet to get it in many others.  Even if Congress
passes a telecommunications bill, it is unclear how
many regulatory and legal issues will be left to solve.
Also, the cable industry cites other constraints such as
the lack of local number portability and the lack of
interconnection and resale agreements with the LECs.
We have assumed that all of the regulatory and related
issues are cleared up by 2001 and that the percentage
of customers to which a cable company would have

Figure 4
Wireless Impact on LEC Voice Revenues

(Single-Competitor Analysis)
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difficulty providing voice service declines linearly
between now and then.  In summary, we derive a
curve that estimates the percentage of wireline sub-
scribers with a cable/voice option.  In addition to
estimates of uncertain regulatory issues, this curve
depends upon the following percentage estimates:
wireline users subscribing to cable, cable homes
passed by fiber, and fiber with voice capability.  Our
relationship estimates that about 10% of wireline users
will have a cable/voice option by mid-1997, growing
somewhat exponentially to about 80% by 2001.

D.  In our model, cable companies can choose one
of three pricing strategies:  umbrella, aggressive,
or very aggressive.  The extent of market share
captured from the LEC depends largely on the
option chosen.

Under the umbrella strategy, the cable company
would set their price enough below the LEC to attract
price-conscious customers, but would allow the LEC to
be the price-leader.  The umbrella scenario is pat-
terned after the trend in market share for AT&T’s
competitors in the long distance market, with the cable
company ultimately capturing 40% market share.

Under the very aggressive strategy, the cable
company leverages its cost advantage to price as low
as it can, sacrificing margin for market share.  The very
aggressive scenario assumes that the cable company
captures 70% of the subscribers that it can serve (as
discussed in the previous section) in about six years.
(The 70% ultimate market share is consistent with
reports from the United Kingdom where cable compa-
nies have begun to offer voice services in competition
with British Telecom.)  The very aggressive case is
likely to be achievable only for combinations of
existing cable companies and long-distance carriers
where the national brand-name awareness, telecom-
munications knowhow, and financial strength of the
latter are highly leveraged (and if the LEC doesn’t
respond with lower prices of its own).  The aggressive
scenario is simply an average of the other two sce-
narios.  Again, please note that the market share
percentages apply only to the segment of the wireline
market which is forecast to be “cable/voice-ready.”

E.  The initial impacts on LEC revenues will be
through usage-sensitive charges, since many
customers may keep their LEC service as a
backup.  Eventually, as confidence in cable/voice

reliability grows, customers will choose one over
the other.

Our cable model assumes the same relationships
among lost minutes of use, lost access lines, and lost
revenue as our wireless model.  Again, the relationship
between lost access lines and lost usage may prove to
be too conservative, since cable/voice will be viewed
by customers as a direct substitute much earlier for
cable/voice than for wireless.

F.  Regardless of the strategy pursued by cable
firms, the LECs will begin to feel a noticeable
revenue pinch between 1998 and 2000.  If a very
aggressive strategy similar to the one that we have
postulated can be—and is—pursued, that pinch
could be very painful by the turn of the century.

The revenue impact over time is shown in Figure
5.  Note that we compare the three cable competition
curves to the no-competition case (as in the wireless
analysis).  Again, note that these results represent a
“single-competitor” analysis in the sense that the LECs
and cable/voice providers are assumed to be the only
players.  To facilitate comparison, we have once again
normalized everything by the LECs’ 1994 collective
revenue.  For all three scenarios, the revenue impact
eventually flattens out as the cable firms reach their
maximum allowable market share (as we have defined
them for each scenario).  At this point in time, there
are too many uncertainties to assign probabilities to
these scenarios.

Joint Impacts

So far, we have considered separately the impacts
of wireless and cable competition on LEC market share
and revenue.  In reality, both are coming simulta-
neously.  We estimate a “joint” impact on the following
assumptions:

• Wireless has the same percentage revenue impact
on LEC voice revenues as it does in the single-
competitor analysis.

• The LEC and cable industry divide what is left of the
wireline business between them as posited in the
cable analysis.

Although this obviously simplifies a complicated
situation, the unique advantage of mobility may
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provide substantial justification for this assumption.  Of
course, we need to distinguish between technology
and companies here.  The cable company may provide
wireless service and cable-based service (at the
expense of the LEC).  By the same token, an LEC with
an affiliated company could also provide such a
combination.

As we have modeled it, the joint impact of wire-
less and cable competition could cause a severe
reduction of LEC revenues as early as 2000.

Figure 6 summarizes our assessment of the joint
impact on wireline voice revenues.  We compare the
six possible joint-competitive conditions (two wireless
scenarios and three cable scenarios) with the no-
competition case that we defined in the wireless
analysis.  Once again, we have normalized everything
by the LECs’ 1994 collective revenue to facilitate
comparisons.  Even the mildest joint-impact case (low-
growth wireless, umbrella cable) has a tremendous
impact on LEC voice revenues after the turn of the
century.

Strategic Responses

Although the forecasts shown here might appear
quite gloomy from the LEC point of view, they need to
be kept in perspective.  By definition, competition
means lost market share, but certainly many compa-
nies, including AT&T, have thrived in spite of it.
While LECs may try to maximize cost-savings to
partially compensate for lost revenue, there are
opportunities for gaining new revenue by increasing
the size of the overall pie and/or by taking part of
someone else’s slice.  Both of these approaches will
likely be at work in the LECs’ strategies.

Certainly, most large LECs have commonly-owned
cellular companies that will participate in the growth
in the wireless side of the business (although this may
be small consolation to those within the LEC entity).
Entry in cable TV and long distance services by LECs
will make up for additional losses.  Also, there are new
digital services about to reach the mass market that
offer tremendous opportunities for which the LECs
have natural advantages.  Even the most limited of
these services, ISDN, provides bandwidth (at least 64
Kb/s) that exceeds by a factor of at least five the
bandwidth (analog or digital) allocated for a cellular or
PCS voice call.  Further, mass market digital services at
wideband (about 1.5 Mb/s) and broadband rates
(several Mb/s and above) are likely to be economically

Figure 5
Cable Impact on LEC Voice Revenues

(Single-Competitor Analysis)
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Figure 6
Joint Impact on LEC Voice Revenues
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achieved on wireline networks well before wireless
networks.

However, there are some things that will make the
LEC response difficult.  First, some of the new com-
petitors have the advantages of national brand aware-
ness, strong telecommunications experience, and deep
financial resources.  Second, the new technologies
used by the competitors have significant cost advan-
tages over the existing technology that comprises
much of a typical LEC’s infrastructure.  Third, LECs are
faced with substantial regulatory restrictions regarding
their actions, with their competitors eager to keep it
that way.

None of these are challenges that cannot be
overcome, but one thing is clear:  significant LEC
investment is required (1) to make the pie bigger, (2)
to take their share of someone else’s slice, and (3) to
keep their fair share of their own pie.  Their competi-
tors are adopting the technologies of the future—fiber,
SONET, and ATM switching, and digital wireless.
 (I cannot think of any competitors that are installing
traditional twisted pairs!)  To compete on even terms,
they have no choice but to adopt them rapidly also.
Although the copper loop plant still has tremendous
economic value, this value is transitory in the sense
that LECs must ultimately walk away from a tremen-
dous sunk investment—sooner rather than later.  Their
alternative is to ride the ship down at a pace suggested
by the curves presented herein.  Given the tremendous
opportunities in an industry as exciting as telecommu-
nications, this is not the choice most LECs have in
mind.  

1 Lawrence K. Vanston and Curt Rogers, Wireless and Cable Voice
Services:  Forecasts and Competitive Impacts (Austin, TX:  Technol-
ogy Futures, Inc., 1995).


